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Abstract
We present the BRST cohomologies of a class of constraint (super) Lie
algebras as detour complexes. By giving physical interpretations to
the components of detour complexes as gauge invariances, Bianchi
identities and equations of motion we obtain a large class of new
gauge theories. The pivotal new machinery is a treatment of the ghost
Hilbert space designed to manifest the detour structure. Along with
general results, we give details for three of these theories which corre-
spond to gauge invariant spinning particle models of totally symmet-
ric, antisymmetric and Ka¨hler antisymmetric forms. In particular, we
give details of our recent announcement of a (p, q)-form Ka¨hler elec-
tromagnetism. We also discuss how our results generalize to other
special geometries.
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2
1 Introduction
The analysis of gauge theories using BRST techniques has a long history
(see [1] for a detailed account). The aim of this Article is to generate new
gauge theories from the cohomology of the BRST operator (in contrast to
analyzing existing gauge theories using BRST techniques to facilitate their
quantization). We will present a BRST detour quantization “machine” which
takes as its input a quantum mechanical constraint algebra along with its
representation on a Hilbert space and outputs a gauge invariant quantum
field theory. Observe that our aim is not to compute the BRST cohomology
but rather to represent it as the solution space of a gauge invariant quantum
field theory.
More specifically, for rank 1 constraint algebras corresponding to world-
line reparameterization invariant systems, we expand the nilpotent BRST
charge order by order in the diffeomorphism ghost as QBRST = cD+Q−M ∂∂c
where Q2 =MD = DM whileM and Q are built from combinations of gauge
generators, ghosts and antighosts in the standard way. In these terms, our
BRST detour complex is given by
· · · Q−→ cokerM Q−→ · · · · · · Q−→ kerM Q−→ · · ·
| D −QM−1Q ↑ (1)
where M−1 is a partial inverse of the operatorM which in general has a non-
vanishing kernel. Giving this formula a precise meaning requires a careful
analysis of the ghost Hilbert space inspired by the Siegel’s study of first
quantized BRST systems [2]. Physically this picture can be understood as
follows: the kernel of the “long” or “detour” operator D − QM−1Q is the
solution space of the equations of motion. The gauge invariances and any
gauge for gauge invariances are encoded by the “incoming” complex with
differential Q and its natural quotient action on the space cokerM . The
dual, or “outgoing” complex where the differential Q now acts on kerM ,
encodes the Bianchi identities (and Bianchi for Bianchi identities) obeyed by
the gauge invariant equations of motion. The physical analog of the above
picture is therefore
3
· · · Q−→
(
Gauge
parameters
)
Q−→
(
Gauge
fields
) (
Equations of
motion/currents
)
Q−→
(
Bianchi/Noether
identities
)
Q−→ · · ·∣∣∣ D−QM−1Q x
(2)
The notion of a “detour complex” wherein a detour operator connects
a complex and its dual was first introduced by conformal geometers in [3]
where higher order, gauge invariant and Weyl covariant generalizations of
Maxwell’s equations were discovered by studying detours connecting the de
Rham complex to its dual. An application to higher spin systems interacting
with gravitational backgrounds was given in [4]. The detour idea was applied
to higher spin systems and their worldline path integral quantization in [5].
The methods presented here subsume the latter higher spin results and should
also be extendible to the conformal geometry setting.
Our work is partly motivated by the study of first quantized, spinning
particle, worldline descriptions of higher spin systems. These models provide
explicit representations of the superalgebras we study here. Although many
of our results do not depend on the details of underlying representations,
let us mention some results in this area (the following citations only give a
guide to further reading–see also the reviews of higher spin systems [6]). The
first quantized approach dates back to quantum mechanical studies relating
quantum o(N) spinning particles to spin N/2 relativistic wave equations [7,
8]. These models were extended to describe conformal theories in [9] and their
path integral quantization and generalization to conformally flat backgrounds
was given in [10] (see also [11] for a recent analysis).
At the first quantized level, there were various further developments that
are important for our current study. Firstly, one needs models whose quan-
tum mechanical Hilbert space encompasses tensors with all possible symme-
try types. This idea was already present in the pioneering work of [12] and
mixed symmetry higher spin models have been subsequently studied in quite
some detail [13, 14, 15]. The underlying quantum mechanical models gen-
eralizing the o(N) models to osp(Q|2p) models whose wavefunctions yield
arbitrary tensors were given in [16, 17] and generalized to conformal models
in [18].
The other important direction is to consider the BRST quantization of
gauged, or “spinning particle” versions of these models. BRST approaches to
higher spins are typically characterized by a large set of auxiliary fields which
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correspond to what is known as an “unfolded approach” to higher spins [19].
This correspondence is described in detail in [20]. In particular those works
underly the idea above of expanding the BRST charge order by order in
the diffeomorphism ghost which is intimately linked with D-module theory
(the study of the ring of differential operators over a space). For models
with purely bosonic constraint algebras, for which the representations of the
Grassmann ghost algebra are finite dimensional, that approach suffices to
derive the corresponding long operator formulæ in those special cases. Of
course, many of these developments hark back to String Field Theory [21].
Early works implementing string theoretic BRST technology for higher spin
models include [14, 22]. Extensions to curved backgrounds were presented
in [23]. A short review of these BRST techniques can be found in [24].
Modern approaches to quantization of supersymmetric theories often rely
on the pure spinor approach of Berkovits [25, 26]. There is a deep relationship
between our approach and those methods. In particular, the operator M in
our BRST operator above is a certain bilinear in the ghosts, so studying its
kernel can be viewed as implementing a pure spinor constraint. A novelty of
our approach, is that it converts this bilinear operator into a vector field on
the ghost manifold, by way of a special choice of ghost polarization. It would
be interesting to see if this technique could be relevant in a String Theoretic
setting.
Our Article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give our general
BRST detour quantization theory for a broad class of first class constraint
superalgebras (specifically, maximal parabolic subalgebras of orthosymplectic
superalgebras). These algebras look much like supersymmetry algebras, but
some of the supercharges are bosonic. In particular, they enjoy R-symmetries
that rotate all the “supercharges”. In Section 2.2.4 we explain how to gauge
a bosonic R-symmetry generator. In Section 3 we give three explicit models
realizing these superalgebras, whose Hilbert spaces are symmetric tensors,
differential forms and differential forms on a Ka¨hler manifold, respectively.
In Section 4 we apply BRST detour quantization to these three examples.
In the first two cases we recover the theory of massless higher spins and p-
form electromagnetism. For the third, we provide the details of the recently
announced theory of Ka¨hler (p, q)-form electromagnetism [27]. Our Conclu-
sions are presented in Section 5. There we discuss the general form of the
detour operator, plus its extension to models with other special geometries
and especially quaternionic Ka¨hler manifolds.
5
2 BRST Detour Complexes
Before presenting our BRST detour quantization approach, let us briefly give
a basic outline of the standard BRST approach. Consider a first class, rank 1,
quantum constraint superalgebra
[GA, GB} = fCABGC . (3)
Ghosts and antighosts (alias ghost momenta) with algebra
[bA, c
B} = δBA ,
are represented in a “standard” polarization as acting on polynomials in the
ghosts with coefficients taking values in a Hilbert space representation of the
constraint algebra according to
Generator Ghost Anti-ghost
GA c
A ∂
∂cA
The BRST operator
QBRST = c
AGA − 1
2
cCcAfABC
∂
∂cA
, (4)
is then nilpotent and its cohomology equals the Lie superalgebra cohomology
with coefficients in the underlying Hilbert space. This cohomology is N-
graded by the number of ghosts and at ghost number zero the cohomology
equals ∩A kerGA, i.e. the physical state space of Dirac quantization.
This approach has some obvious drawbacks. Firstly, it may not be clear
how to interpret cohomologies at non-zero ghost number. Secondly, the na¨ıve
Dirac quantization of the constraint algebra may not represent the most
interesting physics. For example, in [5] it is shown that BRST quantization
of the constraint algebra {∆, grad,div, tr} acting on symmetric tensors (see
Section 3.1 for a detailed account of this theory) yields massless higher spin
theories but at order one in the ghosts. This is manifestly not equal to the
Dirac quantization at order zero.
Our BRST detour approach solves both these problems; at all ghost
numbers the cohomology has physical meaning as either gauge invariances,
Bianchi identities or, at zero ghost number, as equations of motion. Indeed,
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for a constraint Lie superalgebra there are inequivalent definitions of coho-
mology based on how these ghosts are represented [28]. For those models,
one is not simply shifting elements of cohomology from one ghost number to
another, but changing the cohomology itself1. The choice of ghost represen-
tation given by our detour quantization is tailored precisely to the physical
models we wish to study. Let us now give the details of our approach.
2.1 Preliminaries
Our study centers on (super) Lie algebras p of the form
[Qα, Qβ} = JαβD , (5)
where the supermatrix J is non-degenerate and D is central. Here the su-
perindex α takes values 1, . . . , q+p, . . . , q+p+2r. We label these algebras by
their R-symmetry r = osp(q, p|2r) for which the supermatrix J is an invari-
ant tensor.2 They can be represented by the (generalized) supersymmetry
algebras of quantum mechanical models with Hamiltonian −2H = D. (In
many contexts this is the energy of a single particle model.) We present three
explicit examples in Section 3. (Models for all possible algebras of this form
are given in [16]). A simple but non-trivial model of this form is the so(1, 1)
case with algebra {d,d∗} = ∆. The reader may wish to keep this model
in mind while reading this Section. (Indeed, typically in our models, D cor-
responds geometrically to the Laplacian on the manifold where the particle
moves.)
Since the (super)algebra p in (5) is first class, we may consider its BRST
quantization. Moreover, since it is a rank 1 constraint algebra, given a rep-
resentation H, BRST quantization amounts to computing the (super)Lie al-
gebra cohomology H•(p,H). Physically, H corresponds to the (pre-)Hilbert
space of the underlying quantum mechanical models mentioned above. For
the calculations of this Section we do not need to specify H. In the explicit
examples given in Section 3, H corresponds to geometric objects such as
differential forms and symmetric forms on (pseudo-)Riemannian and Ka¨hler
manifolds.
To begin our computation, we choose a basis
Qα = (Q
∗
i , Q
i) ,
1We thank Albert Schwarz for this observation.
2 The algebra (5) is the maximal parabolic subalgebra of osp(p, q|2r + 2) [16].
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for p such that (5) becomes
[Q∗i , Q
j} = δjiD , (6)
and each generator is of definite Grassmann parity. Here the superindex i
takes on values 1, . . . , r+ p+q+|p−q|
2
. We assign the Grassmann parity ǫ(i) ≡
ǫ(Q∗i ) = ǫ(Q
i) ∈ Z2 to superindices according to the parity of their underly-
ing supercharges (even in the case when they index ghosts whose parities are
opposite to those charges). If |p − q| 6= 0, this many (super)symmetry gen-
erators obey Qi = Q∗i . (Models with p 6= q are closely related to Dirac-type
equations and require a separate analysis. See [35] and [17] for discussions
of these cases.)
We construct the BRST “Hilbert space” as a Fock space representation
of the ghost algebra over H with the following choice of ghost polarizations:
Generator Ghost Anti-Ghost
D c ∂
∂c
Q∗i z
i ∂
∂zi
Qi ∂
∂pi
(−1)ǫ(i)pi
(7)
Elements of the BRST Hilbert space are therefore formal power series in the
auxiliary variables c, z, p
HBRST = H[[c, z, p]] = H[[z, p]]⊕ c H[[z, p]] ∋ ΨBRST = ψ(z, p) + cχ(z, p) .
This space is graded by the ghost number operators
Ngh ≡ c ∂
∂c
+ zi
∂
∂zi
− pi ∂
∂pi
≡ c ∂
∂c
+Ngh , (8)
which take integer eigenvalues unbounded above and below. This feature, im-
plied by the ghost polarization given in (7), is the origin of the incoming and
outgoing complexes which encode gauge invariances and Bianchi identities of
the models discussed below.
With these conventions the nilpotent BRST operator (which equals the
Chevalley–Eilenberg differential [37] in this context) reads
QBRST = cD + ziQ∗i +Qi
∂
∂pi
− zi ∂
∂pi
∂
∂c
. (9)
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For the ensuing computations it is useful to organize the BRST charge as an
expansion in the “diffeomorphism ghost” c
QBRST = cD +Q−M ∂
∂c
.
Here
M ≡ zi ∂
∂pi
, Q ≡ ziQ∗i +Qi
∂
∂pi
, (10)
which, by virtue of the nilpotency of QBRST, obey the algebra
Q2 = M D , [Q,M ] = 0 . (11)
The operator M encodes the structure constants of the algebra (5) (see (4)
and (10)). The “adjoint” of M does the same, if a notion of adjoint is
available.
The quantum mechanical inner product 〈·|·〉 on H, chosen so that the
adjoint operation acts in the obvious way on Qi and Q∗i , can be canonically
extended to a bilinear function on HBRST by requiring that QBRST be “self
adjoint”. This is accomplished by defining the “adjoint” ∗ on ghosts as
〈ziφ|θ〉 = 〈φ| ∂
∂pi
θ〉 , 〈piφ|θ〉 = 〈φ| ∂
∂zi
θ〉 , (12)
and c∗ = c. This “inner product” is degenerate; it will be useful to consider
extensions of 〈·|·〉 which are genuine inner products. We denote by s the
adjoint operation associated to an arbitrary inner product 〈·|·〉s on HBRST
that is equal to the standard quantum mechanical one on H. The reason
that we find alternative adjoints useful is that, viewing the operator M as a
linear map
M : H[[z, p]]→H[[z, p]] ,
they allow us to make the following orthogonal3 decompositions of H[[z, p]]
H[[z, p]] = kerM ⊕ imMs , (13)
H[[z, p]] = imM ⊕ kerMs . (14)
Since the definition of Ms depends on s so do such decompositions. We will
denote orthogonal projections onto these spaces by subscripts. E.g. if χ ∈
3 If ψ ∈ kerM s and Mα ∈ imM then the two are clearly 〈·|·〉s orthogonal.
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H[[z, p]], then χ = χkerM+χimMs = χimM+χkerMs , where χ• ∈ •. Subscripts
on operators denote operators composed with projections. E.g. QkerMχ ≡
(Qχ)kerM .
Operators of the form Q• play a special role in our construction; our
detour complexes are built from incoming complexes and outgoing complexes
with differentials of this form. That is, much of the BRST cohomology is
described by the cohomology of such operators. We now construct these
complexes and the long operator connecting them.
2.2 Detours
When acting on an arbitrary BRST state
ΨBRST = ψ + cχ ∈ HBRST ,
the QBRST-closure condition reads
Qψ = Mχ , (15)
Dψ = Qχ . (16)
Since we can shift ΨBRST by any exact term, these equations enjoy the in-
variance
ψ ∼ ψ +Qα−Mβ , (17)
χ ∼ χ+Dα+Qβ , (18)
for any α, β ∈ H[[z, p]].
2.2.1 Incoming Complex
Focusing on the β term of (17) we see that ψ is a representative of an equiva-
lence class [ψ] = [ψ+Mβ]. I.e. [ψ] is an element of the cokernel of the linear
map
M : H[[z, p]]→H[[z, p]] .
Thanks to the identities (11) the operator Q is well defined and nilpotent
on cokerM by setting
Q[φ] ≡ [Qφ] , [φ] ∈ cokerM . (19)
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In these terms (15) and (17) may be stated as
Q[ψ] = [0] , [ψ] ∼ [ψ] +Q[α] .
This constitutes the incoming complex
· · · Q−→ cokerM Q−→ · · · (20)
which may be read from left to right in increasing ghost number.
Working with equivalence classes is often awkward. Therefore, before
moving on to the outgoing complex, we want to present a useful way to
“choose a gauge” for the transformations ψ ∼ ψ+Mβ. To that end we note
that the orthogonal decomposition H[[z, p]] = imM ⊕ kerMs allows one to
choose the unique representative ψkerMs of [ψ] in kerM
s. This specifies
an isomorphism between cokerM and kerMs which can be viewed as gauge
fixing. In terms of this isomorphism, the closure condition and equivalence
expressed in (19) may be stated as
QkerMs ψkerMs = 0 , ψkerMs ∼ ψkerMs +QkerMs α , (21)
whereQkerMsX ≡ (QX)kerMs defines a nilpotent linear map kerMs → kerMs.
The incoming complex is therefore alternatively described as
· · · QkerMs−→ kerMs QkerMs−→ · · · (22)
and, given a choice of adjoint s, we can can produce explicit expressions for
this complex.
The incoming complex makes no reference to χ, gives most of (but not all)
the closure conditions on ψ and says nothing of the relationship between the
two demanded by closure. In the next Section, we will construct an outgoing
complex which reverses the role of ψ and χ in these respects.
2.2.2 Outgoing Complex
Whereas in the previous Section we made use of the orthogonal decomposi-
tion (14) to gauge fix ψkerMs ∈ [ψ] ∈ cokerM, we now utilize the alternative
orthogonal decomposition H[[z, p]] = kerM ⊕ imMs to rewrite (15) as
QψkerMs = MχimMs .
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We solve for one of these fields in terms of the other by constructing a partial
inverse of M ; for any given adjoint s the restricted map
M : imMs → imMMs = imM
has trivial kernel and is onto (by construction). Thus, we may define a partial
inverse
M−1 : imM → imMs .
Moreover, when the closure conditions QkerMs ψkerMs = 0 hold, we have
QψkerMs ∈ imM and may therefore (unambiguously) write
χimMs =M
−1Q ψkerMs . (23)
Having found this, we set a goal to describe the BRST cohomology without
reference to this dependent field. The independent part of χ, namely χkerM ,
does not appear in (15); the closure conditions on it are entirely contained
in (16). After eliminating χimMs via (23) that equation reads
(D −QM−1Q) ψkerMs = QχkerM . (24)
The right and left hand sides of this equation are independently zero
if one makes a particular choice4 of the adjoint s. Namely, we choose the
involution corresponding to the standard Fourier transform in the ghost and
antighost variables
zis =
∂
∂zi
, pis =
∂
∂pi
. (25)
With this choice
Ms = pi
∂
∂zi
and explicitly,
kerM = H[[z, y]]
kerMs = H[[y, p]] ,
where y denotes the composite variables
yij = (−1)ǫ(i)(pizj − zipj) . (26)
4This choice amounts to a choice of cokerM representatives.
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These ghost bilinears obey
yij = y(ij] ,
[M, yij] = 0 = [Ms, yij] ,
[M,Ms] = Ngh , (27)
[Ngh, y
ij] = 0 ,
where (· · · ] denotes unit weight symmetrization for Bose superindices and an-
tisymmetrization for Fermi ones; yij = (−1)ǫ(i)ǫ(j)yji. This utilitarian choice
of ghost number reversing adjoint is highly fortuitous: in later Sections we
will show that while M and Ms encode the structure constants of the alge-
bra (5) (compare (10) and (4) ) the yij specify mutually (super)commuting
R-symmetries. The latter fact has motivated the choice of overall sign (and
resultant index symmetry) in (26).
We see that kerM and kerMs are subspaces of H[[z, p]] with ghost
number ≥ 0 and ≤ 0, respectively. Since Q raises ghost number by one
and (D − QM−1Q) is ghost number neutral, the left hand side of (24) is
an object with ghost number ≤ 0 whereas the right hand side has ghost
number > 0. We conclude
QkerMs ψkerMs = 0 ,
(D −QM−1Q)ψkerMs = 0 , (28)
QχkerM = 0 .
The first of these equations is the closure condition for the incoming complex
of Section 2.2.1, the second is the detour closure condition that we discuss in
detail in Section 2.2.3 while the third is the closure condition we now utilize
to construct the outgoing complex.
Looking back at (17) we recall that we used Mβ to fix ψkerMs which still
leaves βkerM free to appear in (18) as
χkerM ∼ χkerM +Dα+QβkerM . (29)
To preserve any gauge choice one might make for the cohomology of the
incoming complex (21), we demand QkerMsα = 0 in the above equation. For
this reason we can rewrite (using (11) and (13))
Dα =M−1Q2α = M−1Q[(Qα)imM + (Qα)kerMs ] = M−1QMφ = Qφ
13
for some φ such that Mφ = (Qα)imM . Thus, (29) amounts to
χkerM ∼ χkerM + (Qβ)kerM . (30)
Moreover, thanks to the identities (11) the map
Q : kerM → kerM
is well defined and nilpotent. This defines the outgoing complex
· · · Q−→ kerM Q−→ · · · (31)
which imposes the closure condition given in the third line of (28) with the
invariance given in (30).
We have constructed two complexes, (2.2.1) and (31), both with boundary
maps Q, and both read from left to right in increasing ghost number. The
first, the incoming complex, imposes a condition on ψ. The second, the
outgoing complex, imposes a condition on χ. In the next Section we construct
a long operator connecting these complexes at ghost number zero by imposing
the part of the closure conditions (15), (16) which relate ψ and χ.
2.2.3 The Detour
We exhausted the information contained in (15) by constructing the incoming
complex and by finding χimMs = M
−1QψkerMs . So, it is natural to ask what
information (16) contains beyond that already given in (15). Multiplying (15)
by Q on both sides yields
M(DψkerMs −Qχ) = 0 ,
which is almost equivalent to (16) in the following sense: applying the partial
inverse M−1 : imM → imMs we learn[
DψkerMs −Qχ
]
imMs
= 0 .
Because of the orthogonal decomposition (13) we may say that the new in-
formation in (16) is [
DψkerMs −Qχ
]
kerM
= 0.
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In the previous Section we showed that the outgoing closure condition was
QχkerM = 0 and that χimMs = M
−1QψkerMs . With these substitutions we
discover that the remaining closure condition is
[(D −QM−1Q)ψkerMs ]kerM = 0.
The projection onto kerM acts as the identity thanks to (11).
Therefore, G = D−QM−1Q is the long operator. Indeed, because GM =
MG = 0 we may say that G is a map cokerM → kerM . Further, (11)
guarantees that GQkerMs = QG = 0 allowing us to construct the detour
complex
· · · QkerMs−−−→ kerMs QkerMs−−−→ kerMs → 0 0→ kerM Q−−−→ kerM Q−−−→ · · ·
| G ↑ (32)
The detour complex above is has an additional desirable feature: the
incoming and outgoing complexes are naturally read from left to right in
increasing ghost number. The long operator preserves ghost number Ngh
and may be restricted to ghost number 0 without loss of information. It is,
then, a map from kerMs, a space whose elements have ghost number ≤ 0,
to kerM , a space whose elements have ghost number ≥ 0. So, G must have
trivial action away from ghost number 0. Without loss of closure information
we redefine
G : kerMs|Ngh=0 → kerM |Ngh=0 .
Actually, because of (27) we have the identity5
kerMs ∩ kerM = kerMs|Ngh=0 = kerM |Ngh=0
and therefore
G : kerMs ∩ kerM → kerMs ∩ kerM .
We see that the long operator acts on the intersection of the incoming and
outgoing complexes at ghost number zero. This clears up the issue raised
above (23): M−1 is now always well defined in the long operator. This is
5 kerM s ∩ kerM ⊃ kerM |Ngh=0 since, if Mψ = 0 and Nψ = MM∗ψ −M∗Mψ = 0
then MM∗ψ = 0 and so, applying our partial inverse, M∗ψ = 0.
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because QkerMs acts trivially at ghost number zero in the incoming complex
(because there are no ghost number 1 fields in kerMs) and thus, Q maps
this space to the image of M , where M−1 is defined.
The detour complex is written with more detail as
· · · QkerMs−−−−→
−1
kerMs
QkerMs−−−→
0
kerMs → 0 0→
1
kerM
Q−−−→
2
kerM
Q−−−→ · · ·
| G ↑ (33)
Here, the integers above the modules indicate eigen-subspaces of Ngh as de-
fined in (8).
This concludes our general construction of the BRST detour complex
associated with the algebra (5). Our choices of ghost polarization(7) and
of decompositions (13), (14) allowed us display the BRST cohomology in a
revealing way, detailing gauge invariances and Bianchi identities of an equa-
tion of motion as in (2). An interesting feature of the detour cohomology at
ghost number zero is that it still depends on ghosts through the bilinears yij.
(In a “straight polarization” approach, the ghost number zero cohomology
is necessarily ghost-free.) However, as we show in the following Section,
the yij correspond to R-symmetry transformations of the algebra (5). There
we present a general method for gauging a single R-symmetry in addition
to the generators of (5) which removes the lingering ghosts. We discuss the
procedure for gauging multiple R-symmetries in [38].
2.2.4 Gauging an R-Symmetry
If we add to the algebra (5) a single bosonic R-symmetry generator τ acting as
[τ, Qα] = τ
β
α Qβ ,
we again obtain a closed, first class, rank one algebra. We introduce the odd
ghost e corresponding to τ and the extended BRST Hilbert space
H[[c, z, p, e]] = H[[c, z, p]]⊕ eH[[c, z, p]] .
The Chevalley–Eilenberg differential of this new algebra is
QT = QBRST + T
∂
∂e
,
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where the operator T = τ − t with t a bilinear in {z, p, ∂
∂z
, ∂
∂p
} ≡ {cα} is
defined by
[t, cα] = τ αβ c
β , [M, t] = 0 .
Making use of the definition (10) these conditions demand
[Q, τ ] = [Q, t]⇒ [T,Q] = 0 , (34)
and that the structure constants, encoded by M , are preserved by t. This
guarantees that QT is nilpotent.
Since6 {QBRST, T ∂∂e} = 0, the cohomology of QT is equal to the coho-
mology of QBRST over H
•(QT ) = coker T ⊕ e ker T . That is to say, the
cohomology of QT is the sum of the cohomology of QBRST acting on coker T
and the cohomology of QBRST acting on ker T . We label these two sectors by
their R-symmetry ghost numbers 0 and 1, respectively. The rest of the coho-
mology problem is solved by following the procedure of the previous Section
restricted to these subspaces. That is, we obtain two detour complexes of
the form presented in (33). Explicitly, they are
· · · Q−→ coker M ∩ coker T Q−→ · · · · · · Q−→ kerM ∩ cokerT Q−→ · · ·
| G ↑ (35)
· · · Q−→ coker M ∩ ker T Q−→ · · · · · · Q−→ kerM ∩ ker T Q−→ · · ·
| G ↑ (36)
The orthogonal decomposition H = imT ⊕ ker T ∗ implies that every
coker T class has a representative in ker T ∗. However, since the extension
of the inner product (12) is degenerate, there are many such representatives
differing by an element of ker T ∗ ∩ imT . We deal with this ambiguity in a
case by case basis in the models below.
Corresponding to each ghost bilinear yij defined in (26) there is an R-
symmetry ρij satisfying the relationship (34)
[yij, Q] = [ρij , Q] .
6See also Theorem 8.3 of [1].
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Explicitly, these rotate the (super) charges as
[ρij , Qk] = 0 , [ρij , Q∗k] = −δikQj − (−1)ǫ(i)δjkQi .
It is particularly useful to gauge a bosonic R-symmetry of this kind; it was
shown in Section 2.2.2 that the incoming and outgoing complexes are sub-
spaces of
kerM = H[[z, y]]
kerMs = H[[y, p]]
and that the long operator acts on the intersection of these, H[[y]]. In the
sector 0 detour complex the coker(ρij − yij) relations
[ψ] = [ψ + ρijαij − yijαij]
may be utilized to pick yij free representatives of each coker class, a process
we refer to as “ghostbusting”. Similarly, yij free representatives may be
chosen at each level of the sector 0 complex. In our examples, sector 1 will
always be empty. For cases where multiple R-symmetries are gauged, we
refer to a forthcoming publication [38].
In the models presented below we find that the R-symmetry generator ρij
corresponding to yij has a nice geometric interpretation which we hope to
generalize to other models. The following Section provides a brief review
of three models with generalized (super)symmetry algebras of the form (5)
focusing on their geometric interpretations.
3 Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics
As explained in Section 2.1 we refer to an algebra of the form (5) by its max-
imal R-symmetry algebra. In this sense we now present models, correspond-
ing to sp(2), so(1, 1) and so(2, 2), which will yield (higher spin) field theories
of totally symmetric, antisymmetric and Ka¨hler antisymmetric forms, re-
spectively. The adroit reader, cognizant of the three quantum mechanical
models reviewed here can skip directly to their BRST detour quantizations
given in Section 4. A detailed description of the sp(2) and so(1, 1) theories
on Riemannian manifolds can be found in [5], while an elegant account of
the Ka¨hler theory is given in [45] (for mathematical background on Ka¨hler
geometry, see [29]).
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3.1 sp(2): Symmetric Tensors
In flat backgrounds, models of parallel transport of a complex tangent vector
along geodesics exhibit a high degree of symmetry. Remarkably, the same
degree of symmetry is also found in such models on locally symmetric spaces.
This is achieved by curvature couplings between the parallel transport and
geodesic equations [17].
The symmetries of these single particle quantum mechanical models, upon
quantization, underly the algebra of differential geometry operators acting
on symmetric tensors discovered long ago by Lichnerowicz [39]. We take this
system as our first example of detour BRST quantization.
Let (M, gµν) be a d-dimensional flat (pseudo)-Riemannian manifold with
coordinates xµ. We introduce a pair of complex (Grassmann even) vari-
ables (z∗µ, z
µ) and a first order action principle
S(1) =
∫
dt
[
x˙µpµ + iz
∗
µz˙
µ − 1
2
pµpµ
]
,
whose equations of motion imply that xµ(t) is a (parameterized) geodesic
along which the covectors zµ(t) and z
∗
µ(t) are parallely transported.
It is possible to gauge any combination of symmetries whose genera-
tors form a first class constraint algebra. We will always, at the very least,
gauge worldline translations and the bosonic analog of the supersymmetry-
like charges. In that case, after a Legendre transformation, we obtain a
second order gauge invariant action with gauge multiplet (e, υ∗, υ):
S =
∫
dt
[ 1
2e
(x˙µ − i[υ∗zµ + υz∗µ])gµν(x˙ν − i[v∗zν + vz∗ν ]) + iz∗µz˙µ
]
.
Analogous second order, gauge invariant, classical worldline actions can be
constructed for all the models whose BRST detour quantizations are studied
in this paper. The BRST detour quantization of this extremely simple gauge
invariant model will produce a wide range of (linearized) physical quantum
field theories. In essence, this point was first observed by Labastida quite
some time ago in [12]. Those results follow almost immediately from our
BRST detour machinery as we shall show in Section 4.1.
The symplectic structure, and in turn quantum commutators of the model,
may be read directly from the first order action
[xµ, pν ] = iδ
µ
ν , [z
µ, z∗ν ] = δ
µ
ν .
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Guided by geometrical intuition, we represent this algebra on the Hilbert
space H = L2(M)⊗C[[z∗]] (i.e. the tensor product of the L2 representation
of the (x, p), and Fock representation of the (z∗, z), Heisenberg algebras) and
make the operator identifications
pµ → −i ∂∂xµ
zµ → dxµ z∗µ → ∂∂(dxµ) .
Wavefunctions are then sections of the symmetric tensor bundle over M
Ψ(x, dx) =
∞∑
s=0
ψµ1...µsdx
µ1 ... dxµs ∈ Γ(⊙T ∗M) ≡ H .
The bosonic quantum “supercharges”, when translated into this geometrical
language, are
grad = dxµ∂µ , div =
∂
∂(dxµ)
∂µ ,
and correspond to the symmetrized gradient and divergence, respectively. T
he quantum Hamiltonian reproduces the Bochner Laplacian operator
H ≡ −1
2
 .
Together, these form the algebra
[div, grad] =  ,
so identifying Qα = (grad,div) and D = , we obtain the algebra p in (5)
with p = q = 0 and r = 1.
The generators of the R-symmetry group sp(2) act on Ψ as the symmetric
form degree, metric multiplication and trace operators:
N = dxµ ∂
∂(dxµ)
,
g = dxµgµνdx
ν , tr = ∂
∂(dxµ)
gµν ∂
∂(dxν)
,
[N, tr] = −2 tr , [tr, g] = 4N+ 2d , [N, g] = 2 g .
This algebra acts upon the “supercharges” (grad,div) as an R-symmetry
doublet:
[tr, grad] = 2 div ,
[
N,
(
grad
div
)]
=
(
grad
−div
)
, [div, g] = 2 grad .
The algebra generated by , grad,div and g is a rank 1 constraint algebra
whose cohomology will be discussed in Section 4.1.
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3.2 so(1, 1): Differential Forms
We again let (M, gµν) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension d, but now
take gµν to be an arbitrary metric. The complex tangent vectors (z
µ, z∗µ) of
the sp(2) model are replaced by a pair of Grassmann, vector-valued variables
(θµ, θ∗µ) which will form a doublet under an so(1, 1) R-symmetry. The model
we are about to describe will have differential forms as wavefunctions and is
precisely the N = 2 supersymmetric quantum mechanical model employed
by Witten to describe Morse theory [40]; the path integral quantization of
this system have been discussed in [41].
The first order action principle of the model reads:
S(1) =
∫
dt
[
x˙µπµ + iθ
∗
µ
∇θµ
dt
− 1
2
πµg
µνπν +
1
2
Rµν
ρ
σ θ
∗
µθ
νθ∗ρθ
σ
]
. (37)
This action is invariant under rigid worldline translations, N = 2 super-
symmetry and an so(1, 1) R-symmetry under which the supercharges form a
doublet representation.
The symplectic structure and quantum (anti)commutation relations fol-
low directly form the first order action by noting that πµ = pµ + iΓ
ρ
µνθ
∗
ρθ
ν is
the covariant momentum so that
[pµ, x
ν ] = −iδνµ , {θµ, θ∗ν} = δµν .
Again, guided by geometrical intuition, we represent this algebra on the
Hilbert space L2(M)⊗ C[[θ∗]] (i.e. the tensor product of the L2 representa-
tion of the coordinate algebra [xµ, pν ] = iδ
µ
ν and the Fock representation of
the (θ∗, θ) algebra) and make the operator identifications
iπµ → ∇µ ,
θ∗µ → dxµ , θµ → ∂
∂(dxµ)
.
Here, since (θ∗, θ) are Grassmann variables, the coordinate differentials dxµ
anticommute and ∂/∂(dxµ) is a Grassmann derivative. In turn wavefunctions
are differential forms
Ψ = Ψ(x, dx) =
d∑
k=0
ψ(x)µ1...µkdx
µ1 ∧ ... ∧ dxµk ∈ ΓΛM = H .
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At the quantum level, the supercharges Q = iθµπµ and Q
∗ = iθ∗µπµ act on Ψ
as the exterior derivative d and its dual d∗, respectively, while the quantum
Hamiltonian reproduces the (curved space) form Laplacian
−2HΨ =∆ψ .
The internal R-symmetry generator N, with a suitable quantum ordering,
counts form degree:
N ψµ1...µkdx
µ1 ∧ ... ∧ dxµk = k ψµ1...µkdxµ1 ∧ ... ∧ dxµk .
The so(1, 1)-extended supersymmetry algebra is easily computed
dd∗ + d∗d = ∆ ,
[N,d] = d , [N,d∗] = −d∗ ,
and matches the algebra p of (5)with Qα = (d,d
∗), D = ∆ and p = q =
1, r = 0. We compute the BRST detour quantization of the rank 1, first
class constraint algebra in the first line above in Section 4.2.
3.3 so(2, 2)⊃gl(2): Ka¨hler Geometry
The last model we would like to discuss is the spinning particle with N = 4
(in real counting) supersymmetries on the worldline, propagating on Ka¨hler
background (see [42] [43] [44] for more details). We now denote by (M, gµν) a
Ka¨hler Manifold of complex dimension n with coordinates xµ = (zi, z¯¯) and
Hermitean metric gi¯ dz
i ⊗ dz¯¯. Because of the special holonomy of M the
fermionic degrees of freedom split according to (θµ, θ∗µ) = (θi, θ¯ı¯, θ∗i, θ¯∗ı¯) and
the first order action principle, which is the same as for the N = 2 model in
the previous Section, can be simplified
S(1) =
∫
dτ
[
x˙µπµ +
i
2
θ∗µ
∇θµ
dt
− 1
2
πµg
µνπν +
1
8
Ri¯
k
l¯G
¯
iG
l¯
k
]
,
where the G¯i ≡ θ∗i θ¯¯ + θiθ¯∗¯ are u(n) Noether charges. This action is invari-
ant under rigid world line translations, N = 4 supersymmetry and gl(2) R-
symmetries. Notice that the model realizes only a subgroup of the maxi-
mal N = 4 R-symmetry algebra so(2, 2) ⊃ gl(2).
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The symplectic structure, operator identifications and Hilbert space of
this model are, of course, identical to those of the previous Section for
the so(1, 1) model. In particular, wavefunctions are differential forms, but it
is now possible to split them according to the Hodge decomposition. How-
ever, since the background manifold M is Ka¨hler, there are additional super-
symmetry and R-symmetry Noether charges
Q = iθiπi , Q¯ = iθ¯
ı¯πı¯ ,
Q¯∗ = iθ¯∗ı¯πı¯ , Q
∗ = iθ∗iπi ,
G¯i ≡ θ∗i θ¯¯ + θiθ¯∗¯ .
At the quantum level, the Hamiltonian again corresponds to the form Lapla-
cian while the supercharges become Dolbeault operators
Q→ ∂, Q¯→ ∂¯ ,
Q¯∗ → δ¯ Q∗ → δ ,
where d = ∂ + ∂¯ and d∗ = δ + δ¯. The (non-trivial) R-symmetries be-
come the generators of the sl(2) Lefschetz algebra {Λ,N,L} along with an
additional u(1) generator that computes the difference of holomorphic and
antiholomorphic form degrees. Explicitly these are given by
N = dzi ∂
∂(dzi)
+ dz¯ ı¯ ∂
∂(dz¯ı¯)
,
Λ = ∂
∂(dzi)
g ¯i ∂
∂(dz¯¯)
, L = dzigi¯dz¯
¯ ,
U = dzi ∂
∂(dzi)
− dz¯ ı¯ ∂
∂(dz¯ı¯)
.
The Lefschetz algebra acts on differential forms in a way that is rather anal-
ogous to the sp(2) algebra on symmetric forms in Section 3.1, but where the
Ka¨hler form plays the role of the metric.
The differential symmetry generators obey the algebra p in (5) with p =
q = 2, r = 0,
{δ,∂} = 1
2
∆ = {δ¯, ∂¯}, (38)
while (∂, δ¯) and (∂¯,−δ) form doublets under the sl(2) Lefschetz algebra
given by
[N,Λ] = −2Λ , [Λ,L] = n− N , [N,L] = 2L . (39)
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In the following, we will focus on the rank 1, first class constraint alge-
bra {∆,∂, ∂¯, δ, δ¯} along with the case where we additionally gauge the
Ka¨hler form operator L (or equivalently Λ). We have now gathered together
our quantum mechanical examples and are ready to study their BRST detour
quantization.
4 BRST Detour Cohomology
In this Section we use the general method presented in Section 2 to con-
struct detour complexes of the first class constraint algebras corresponding
to the quantum mechanical models described in Section 3. The first two
examples have appeared in the literature before, but fit extremely neatly
into our detour machinery (see [5] for an overview and original references).
Readers interested only in the novel Ka¨hler results can safely skip directly
to Section 4.3.
4.1 sp(2) Spinning Particle: Higher Spins
The first example we study is the BRST detour quantization of the sp(2)
spinning particle model given in Section 3.1. In the language of Section 2
this is the case p = q = 0, r = 1 with the following ingredients
Algebra p [div, grad] = ∆
Hilbert Space H Γ(⊙T ∗M)
BRST
Hilbert Space HBRST H[[z, p]]⊕ cH[[z, p]]
BRST charge
QBRST = c∆+Q−M ∂∂c
Q = grad ∂
∂p
+ zdiv , M = z ∂
∂p
This is a very simple example because elements of HBRST are terminating
power series as all ghosts are Grassmann odd. Explicitly, an arbitrary element
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is of the form
ΨBRST = ψ + cχ ,
ψ = ψ00 + pψ10 + zψ01 + pzψ11 ,
χ = χ00 + pχ10 + zχ01 + pzχ11 ,
where ψij , χij are symmetric forms on M .
There is but one ghost combination of the form (26):
y = 2pz .
(Importantly, although y is even, it obeys y2 = 0 thanks to its origin as a
product of ghosts.) Thus we readily compute7
kerM = H⊕ zH⊕ y
2
H ,
kerMs = H⊕ pH⊕ y
2
H ,
kerM ∩ kerMs = H⊕ y
2
H ,
imM = imMMs = zH .
This implies that M−1 is defined by
M−1 : imM → imMs ,
M−1(zα) = pα , (40)
for all α ∈ H.
The incoming differentialQkerMs : pH → H⊕y2H acts on ghost number−1
fields ψ10 as left multiplication by the row matrix
QkerMs =
(
grad
−div
)
, (41)
7Of course y2H and yH are equivalent spaces, but we keep the factor 12 to denote the
choice of basis (X00, X11) = X00 +
y
2X11.
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and acts trivially at ghost number 1 giving the incoming complex
0 −→ pH
„
grad
−div
«
−→ H⊕ y
2
H −→ 0 . (42)
Similarly, the outgoing differential Q : H⊕ y
2
H → zH acts on the independent
fields χkerM = χ00 +
1
2
yχ11 as left multiplication by the row matrix(
div grad
)
(43)
giving the outgoing complex
0 −→ H⊕ y
2
H (
div grad)−−−→ zH −→ 0 . (44)
The long operator (∆ − QM−1Q) : H ⊕ y
2
H → H ⊕ y
2
H acts on the ghost
number zero fields ψ00 +
1
2
yψ11 as left multiplication by the square matrix(
∆− grad div −grad2
div2 ∆+ div grad
)
(45)
which connects the incoming and outgoing complexes (42), (42) to form a
detour complex
0 −→ H
„
grad
−div
«
−→ H2
 
∆− grad div −grad2
div2 ∆ + div grad
!
−−−−−→ H2
(div grad)
−→ H → 0 , (46)
of the form (33) which encodes two equations of motion for the physical (ghost
number zero) fields (ψ00, ψ11) as well as their gauge invariances and Bianchi
identities in terms of the incoming and outgoing complexes, respectively.
A simpler system can be obtained by gauging the R-symmetry corre-
sponding to y using the method described in Section 2.2.4. This R-symmetry
is determined by [Q, y] = [Q, ρ], which implies ρ = g (see Section 3.1). We
define
T = g − y , T ∗ = tr − y∗ ,
y∗ = 2
∂
∂p
∂
∂z
,
and note that y∗ is the ghost bilinear associated to the R-symmetry tr;
[T ∗, Q] = [T ∗,M ] = 0 . (47)
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These commutation relations imply that Q,G : ker T ∗ → ker T ∗ and for this
reason we proceed to describe the sector 0 (= cokerT ) detour complex (35) by
choosing coker T representatives in ker T ∗; all boundary maps in the detour
complex preserve this choice.
With this choice, elements of the detour complexes (35) and (36) satisfy
the conditions tabulated below
Ngh Fields
ker T ∗ ker T
conditions conditions
-1 pψ10 trψ10 = 0 gψ10 = 0
0 ψ00 + yψ11 ψ11 = −12 trψ00, trψ11 = 0 ψ00 = 12 gψ11, gψ00 = 0
1 zχ01 trχ01 = 0 gχ01 = 0
Using ker g = 0 we quickly determine that ker T is trivial, so the sector 1
detour complex is empty. In the sector 0 detour complex is then given by
0 → ker tr
„
grad
1
2
div tr
«
−→ (1− 1
4
ytr)ker tr2
0
@∆−grad div
1
2
grad2tr
−div 2 −1
2
∆tr+1
2
divgradtr
1
A
−−−−−→ (1− 1
4
ytr)ker tr2
(div grad)
−→ ker tr → 0 .
(48)
There is a redundancy in this detour complex: the equation of motion for ψ00
in the first component implies that of the second. The same is true of the
gauge symmetry and Bianchi identity. Thus, all of the cohomology informa-
tion is contained in the single component detour complex
0 −→ ker tr grad−→ ker tr2
(∆−grad div− 1
2
grad2 tr)
−−−−−→ ker tr2 div−→ ker tr → 0 . (49)
However, the detour operator
Gsing ≡ ∆− graddiv − 1
2
grad2tr
of this single component complex is not self adjoint. It is possible to obtain
a self adjoint version of the detour operator by the ghostbusting procedure
discussed in Section 2.2.4, which essentially allows us to trade the dependence
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on y for the operator g . Explicitly the long operator of the two component
detour complex (48) acts on the single field ψ00 ∈ H as
G = ∆− graddiv + 1
2
grad2tr
+
1
2
y(div2 − 1
2
g∆tr − 1
2
divgradtr) .
Ghostbusting and arranging factors by form degree yields the manifestly self
adjoint “Einstein operator”
G = ∆− graddiv + 1
2
grad2tr
+
1
2
gdiv2 − 1
2
g∆tr − 1
4
ggraddiv tr .
It is also convenient to note that, since the long operator preserves ker T ∗,
fields in its image are of the form (1 − 1
4
ytr)φ. Combining this observation
with the process of ghostbusting one obtains the alternative expression
G = (1− 1
4
g tr)(∆− graddiv + 1
2
grad2tr) (50)
in which the gauge invariance δψ00 = gradα for α ∈ ker tr is manifest. We
note that the self adjoint version of the long operator is obtained by left
multiplication of the invertible factor 1− 1
4
g tr on the single component long
operator Gsing of (49).
Finally let us discuss the physics underlying this complex. When ψ00
is a 1-form, the ghostbusted detour equation of motion Gψ00 = 0 amounts
precisely to Maxwell’s equations. For a symmetric two-form, Gψ00 = 0 is
exactly the linearized Einstein tensor—hence its name. When ψ00 is an
arbitrary rank s symmetric tensor the result is the equations of motion for
a spin s, massless field as first described by Curtright and Fronsdal [30, 31].
For an introduction to the theory of higher spins, the review articles [32])
are rather useful.
4.2 so(1, 1) Spinning Particle: p-Form Electromagnetism
The next example is the BRST quantization of the N = 2 supersymmetric
quantum mechanical model given in Section 3.2. The following computation
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first appeared in8 [5]. By now the recipe for constructing the BRST operator
and Hilbert space from the underlying quantum mechanical one should be
clear so we tabulate the main ingredients
Algebra p {d,d∗} = ∆
Hilbert Space H Γ(∧M)
BRST
Hilbert Space HBRST H[[z, p]]⊕ cH[[z, p]] ∋
∑
zspt
s!t!
(
ψst + cχst
)
BRST charge
QBRST = c∆+Q−M ∂∂c
Q = d ∂
∂p
+ zd∗ , M = z ∂
∂p
So far, the main contrast with the so(1, 1) example of the previous Section is
that the ghost and antighost (z, p) are bosonic so BRST wavefunctions can
be expanded in them to arbitrary order.
Our next task is to compute kerM and fix a gauge for cokerM , to which
end we introduce the adjoint operation of (25)
zs =
∂
∂z
, ps =
∂
∂p
. (51)
In particular, we notice that no ghost combinations of the form (26) exist.
With this information we readily compute
kerM = H[[z]] ,
kerMs = H[[p]] ,
kerM ∩ kerMs = H ,
imM = imMMs = zH[[z, p]] .
This means that the partial inverse M−1 : imM → imMs acts on kerM at
ghost number one as
M−1(zα) = pα ,
for any differential form α ∈ H.
8We thank Boris Pioline and Andy Neitzke for a partial collaboration in that work.
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The incoming complex of this model consists of fields of the form
ψkerMs =
∑
t>0
pt
t!
ψ0t ∈ kerMs ,
with differential
QkerMs = d
∂
∂p
.
Grading by ghost number reproduces the de Rham complex
dψ0t = 0 ψ0t ∼ ψ0t + dα0t+1 t > 0.
In pictures we have
· · · d−→ Γ(ΛM) d−→ Γ(ΛM) −→ 0
Once we impose QkerMs ψkerMs = 0, it follows that Q ψkerMs ∈ imM
and, therefore, that M−1 is well-defined on Q ψkerMs . At ghost number 0 we
compute the action of the long operator
(∆−QM−1Q) : H → H
on (ψkerMs)|Ngh=0 ≡ ψ00 and find the closure condition
d∗dψ00 = 0 .
Lastly we calculate the outgoing complex, whose modules are the ghost num-
ber eigenspaces of kerM = H[[z]]. On this space Q = d ∂
∂p
+ zd∗ = zd∗, and
we obtain the dual de Rham complex
0 −→ Γ(ΛM) d∗−→ Γ(ΛM) d∗−→ · · ·
We now connect the incoming and outgoing complex by the methods of
Section 2.2.3 and find the Maxwell detour complex
· · · d−→ H d−→ H d−→ H H d∗−→ H d∗−→ H d∗−→ · · ·∣∣∣ d∗d
x
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Notice that the ghost number zero cohomology ker(d∗d)/im(d) is exactly the
solution space to the equations of motion of p-form electromagnetism.
4.3 so(2, 2) ⊃ gl(2) Spinning Particle: (p, q)-Form Elec-
tromagnetism
Our last example of a physical model with generalized supersymmetry alge-
bra of the form (5) is the N = 4 spinning particle on a Ka¨hler manifold.
The underlying supersymmetric quantum mechanical model was described
in Section 3.3 of this Article; the main formulae were originally announced
in [27]. This model is the first with both an infinite tower of supersymmetry
ghosts and a non-trivial kernel of the operator M . We begin by tabulating
the main BRST kinematical data:
Algebra p {∂, δ} = 1
2
∆ = {∂¯, δ¯}
Hilbert Space H Γ(∧M)
BRST
Hilbert Space HBRST H[[z, z¯, p, p¯]]⊕ cH[[z, z¯, p, p¯]]
BRST charge
QBRST =
1
2
c∆+Q−M ∂
∂c
Q = zδ + z¯δ¯ + ∂ ∂
∂p
+ ∂¯ ∂
∂p¯
, M = z ∂
∂p
+ z¯ ∂
∂p¯
There is a single ghost bilinear of the form (26) which we name
y = pz¯ − zp¯ .
In terms of this variable the incoming and outgoing modules and domain of
the long operator are, respectively
kerMs = H[[y, p, p¯]] ,
kerM = H[[z, z¯, y]] ,
kerM ∩ kerMs = H[[y]] .
The incoming complex has differential QkerMs : kerM
s → kerMs, deter-
mined by first acting with the full operator Q on ψkerMs and then finding
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the unique representative QkerMsψkerMs of the cokerM class [QψkerMs ] in
kerMs. The result is the operator
QkerMs =
(
1 +
y ∂
∂y
2−Ngh
)[
∂
∂
∂p
+ ∂¯
∂
∂p¯
]
+
y
2−Ngh
[
δ¯
∂
∂p
− δ ∂
∂p¯
]
. (52)
Importantly, note that this operator is defined on H[[p, p¯, y]] so that ∂y/∂p =
∂y/∂p¯ ≡ 0. A useful check of this result is that QkerMs really squares to zero
and therefore determines the incoming complex (20).
On the outgoing complex, the differential Q : kerM → kerM acts as
Q|kerM = zδ + z¯δ¯ + (z¯∂ − z∂¯) ∂
∂y
. (53)
The detour operator G = 1
2
∆ −QM−1Q which connects the incoming and
outgoing complexes is
G = (1
2
∆− ∂δ − ∂¯δ¯)(1 + y ∂
∂y
)− ∂¯∂(y ∂2
∂y2
+ 2 ∂
∂y
)− δ¯δy (54)
The above results are neatly summarized in a single pictograph :
0
@1+
y ∂
∂y
2−Ngh
1
A[∂ ∂∂p+∂¯ ∂∂p¯ ]
+
y
2−Ngh
[δ¯ ∂∂p−δ ∂∂p¯ ]−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→H[[p, p¯, y]]
0
@1+
y ∂
∂y
2−Ngh
1
A[∂ ∂∂p+∂¯ ∂∂p¯ ]
+ y
2−Ngh
[δ¯ ∂∂p−δ
∂
∂p¯ ]−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ · · ·
(1+ 13 y ∂∂y )[∂ ∂∂p+∂¯ ∂∂p¯ ]
+ y
3 [δ¯
∂
∂p
−δ
∂
∂p¯ ]−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ H[[y]]∣∣∣∣∣∣
( 1
2
∆−∂δ−∂¯δ¯)(1+y ∂
∂y
)−∂¯∂(y ∂
2
∂y2
+2 ∂
∂y
)−δ¯δy
y∣∣∣∣∣∣
zδ+z¯δ¯+(z¯δ¯−z∂¯) ∂
∂y←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−H[[z, z¯, y]] zδ+z¯δ¯+(z¯δ¯−z∂¯)
∂
∂y←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−· · · zδ+z¯δ¯+(z¯δ¯−z∂¯)
∂
∂y←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−H[[y]]
This complex is perhaps not the one of maximal physical interest be-
cause the ghost number zero cohomology still involves the ghosts through
the variable y. Indeed, Taylor expanding in y gives a complex involving an
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infinite tower of fields at ghost number zero. By gauging an R-symmetry we
can remove the y dependence, but first we note that there is an interesting
structure underlying the long operator G. To begin with, rather than work-
ing with an infinite tower of fields, we can view the bosonic variable y as
an additional coordinate on the manifold R×M . Moreover, notice that the
triplet of operators appearing in the long operator G
e = y , h = y
∂
∂y
+ 1 , f = y
∂2
∂y2
+ 2
∂
∂y
, (55)
generate the so(2, 1) ∼= sl(2) Lie algebra
[e, f ] = −2h , [h, e] = e , [h, f ] = −f .
(In fact, Fourier transforming y ↔ −i∂/∂y, this is the infinitesimal action
of the one-dimensional conformal group conf(R).) In addition, allowing our-
selves to formally invert ∆, the triplet of operators defined by
∆F = 2δδ¯ , −2∆H = ∆− 2∂δ − 2∂¯δ¯ , ∆E = 2∂∂¯ ,
also obey the the sl(2) Lie algebra
[E, F ] = −2H , [H,E] = E , [H,F ] = −F .
Therefore we obtain a simple result for the long operator that is manifestly
invariant under the Lefschetz sl(2) algebra
G = Ef +Hh+ Fe .
This elegant, geometric result can be extended to models with higher R-
symmetries, as discussed in [38]. However, rather than pursuing this direc-
tion, we now remove the ghosts remaining at ghost number zero by gauging
an R-symmetry.
Following the method prescribed in Section 2.2.4 we gauge theR-symmetry
corresponding to y. Requiring [Q, y] = [Q, ρ] implies ρ = L, where L is the
Ka¨hler form operator discussed in Section 3.3. The operators T and T¯ ∗ are
given by
T = L − y , T¯ ∗ = Λ− y¯∗ ,
y¯∗ =
( ∂
∂p
∂
∂z¯
− ∂
∂p¯
∂
∂z
)
, (56)
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by virtue of Λ ≡ L¯∗. The kernel of T is again empty in kerM ∩ kerMs =
H[[y]] since, expanding in powers of y,
(L − y)
∑
n
ynψn = 0 =⇒ ψm = Ln ψm+n ∀m,n ∈ N , (57)
and L
dimM
2
+1 = 0 on any finite dimensional Ka¨hler manifold M . Thus sec-
tor 1 is empty.
Sector 0 consists of solutions to the operator equation
T¯ ∗Ψ = (Λ− y¯∗)Ψ = 0 .
On kerM = H[[z, y]] or H[[p, y]] this condition may be expressed as a Bessel-
type equation
0 =
[
Λ− (2 +N) ∂
∂y
− y ∂
2
∂y2
]
ψ , (58)
where
N ≡ p ∂
∂p
+ p¯
∂
∂p¯
+ z
∂
∂z
+ z¯
∂
∂z
.
Expanding ψ(y) =
∑
n y
nψn at a definite value of N , one finds
ψn =
N !
(N + n+ 1)!n!
Λn ψ0 , (59)
so that all coefficients ψn>0 are determined by an arbitrary differential form ψ0.
The same conclusion can be reached in the Ngh = 0 case (which is also the
N = 0 case) by viewing (58) as a differential equation in the variable y with
Λ viewed as a constant. There are two solutions to this equation but only
the modified Bessel function of the second kind obeys the correct boundary
conditions (namely a polynomial expansion in yΛ)
ψ(y) =
I1(2
√
yΛ)√
yΛ
ψ0 ∼
(
1 +
1
2
yΛ+
1
12
y2Λ2 +
1
144
y3Λ3 + · · ·
)
ψ0 . (60)
This solution agrees with the recurrence relation above.
The commutation relations
[Q, T¯ ∗] = [M, T¯ ∗] = 0 , (61)
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guarantee that the long operator G preserves ker T¯ ∗, and thus the power
series form (60). Therefore, it suffices to calculate the zeroth order of Gψ
since the entire expression is obtained by simply multiplying this term by
the Bessel function in (60). We make use of (54) and (55) to write
G = (
1
2
∆− ∂δ − ∂¯δ¯)(y¯∗y − yy¯∗)− ∂¯∂y¯∗ − δ¯δy ,
and from this, using the ker T¯ ∗ condition y¯∗ = Λ, quickly calculate the zeroth
order term
Gsingψ0 ≡ Gψ|y=0 = Λ∂∂¯ ψ0 , (62)
and in turn the action of the full long operator
Gψ =
I1(2
√
yΛ)√
yΛ
Λ∂∂¯ ψ0 . (63)
The gauge and gauge for gauge symmetries, determined by the image of
the incoming differential (52) at zeroth order in y, are then encoded by the
incoming complex
· · ·
∂
∂
∂p
+∂¯ ∂
∂p¯−−−−−→ H[[p, p¯]]
∂
∂
∂p
+∂¯ ∂
∂p¯−−−−−→ · · · (64)
Indeed the long operator is manifestly invariant under the gauge transforma-
tions
ϕ ∼ ϕ + ∂α+ ∂¯α¯ .
The Bianchi and“Bianchi for Bianchi” identities, determined by the im-
age of the outgoing differential (53) at zeroth order in y, are somewhat less
obvious. Also, the long operator above is not self adjoint. These problems are
solved simultaneously by the ghostbusting method described in Section 2.2.4.
The ghostbusted representatives of the image of the long operator are ob-
tained by replacing all factors of y appearing (at the far left of each term)
in Gψ with L. If we use the expression for G appearing in (54) and act on
an arbitrary element
Ψ =
∞∑
n=0
(yΛ)n
n!(n + 1)!
ψ0
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of sector 0 at ghost number zero, we obtain the manifestly self adjoint ghost-
busted long operator G : H → H
G = : I0(2
√
LΛ) (∆− 2∂δ − 2∂¯δ¯) + 2 I1(2
√
LΛ)√
LΛ
(Λ∂∂¯ + δδ¯L) : ,
where : • : indicates normal ordering by form degree. Alternatively, we use
the expression for G appearing in (63) to obtain the alternative compact
expression
G = :I1(2
√
LΛ)√
LΛ
: Λ∂∂¯ . (65)
In this form the long operator is manifestly gauge invariant
G ∂ = G ∂¯ = 0
The adjoint of (65)
G∗ = G = δδ¯L :I1(2
√
LΛ)√
LΛ
: , (66)
manifestly satisfies the Bianchi identities
δ G = δ¯ G = 0
These are precisely the Bianchi identities encoded by the outgoing opera-
tor (53) if one chooses the ghostbusted coker T representatives for the out-
going complex.
The self adjoint operator G connects Dolbeault and dual Dolbeault coho-
mologies as depicted below
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and determines a gauge invariant action principle S =
∫
M
(ϕ,Gϕ) which
describes a theory of (p, q)-forms on a Ka¨hler manifold. We stress that the
equation of motion Λ∂∂¯ψ0 = 0 is equivalent to Gψ0 = 0, as analyzed in the
Note [27]. For the case where ψ0 is a 1-form in four dimensions, this is the
linearized version of the holomorphic topological Yang-Mills theory studied
in [47, 48]. In other dimensions, and for higher forms we refer to this new
theory as (p, q)-form Ka¨hler electromagnetism. Let us briefly highlight some
of its properties:
Firstly, there is a strong analogy between the N = 4 supersymmetric
Ka¨hler model equipped with an sl(2) Lefschetz symmetry and the symmet-
ric tensor model with an sp(2) R-symmetry. To see this, we use the alge-
bra (38,39) to rewrite the equations of motion as[
∆− 2∂δ − 2∂¯δ¯ + 2∂∂¯Λ
]
ψ0 = 0 ,
which should be contrasted with (49). Clearly the operators (∂, ∂¯), (δ, δ¯), L,
and Λ play the roles of div, grad, g and tr, respectively. Further, the
invertible operator : I1(2
√
LΛ)/
√
LΛ : plays the same role as 1 − 1
4
g tr;
they promote equations of motion on a single field to equivalent equations of
motion involving a self adjoint long operator with manifest gauge symmetries
and Bianchi identities. A generalization of this construction to models with
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generalized supersymmetry algebras (5) and R-symmetry algebra osp(p, q|2r)
will be explored in [38].
5 Conclusions
BRST detour quantization is a method to construct gauge invariant field
theories from quantum mechanical constraint algebras. Its virtues include:
(i) Rather than starting from a known gauge theory, its input data con-
sists only of a quantum constraint algebra. (ii) The output data is a gauge
invariant theory derivable from an action principle. (ii) Given a quantum
constraint algebra, the spectrum of the na¨ıve Dirac quantization need not
coincide with the desired physical spectrum. The latter is encapsulated by
the BRST detour quantization method. (iii) BRST cohomologies at all ghost
numbers have simple physical interpretations as either solutions to gauge
invariant equations of motion, gauge and gauge for gauge symmetries or
Bianchi identities and “Bianchi for Bianchi” identities.
In this Article, we developed the BRST detour quantization method for
superalgebras of the form [Q∗i , Q
j} = δjiD with a single central generator D.
This lead to models with towers of physical fields obtained by expanding the
zero ghost number BRST Hilbert space in powers of ghost bilinears yij (which
themselves have zero ghost numbers). These bilinears and their adjoints form
a representation of the R-symmetry algebra on the ghost manifold. There is
also a representation in terms of bilinears in the supercharges (Q∗i , Q
i). The
long operator, which determines the gauge invariant equations of motion,
is obtained by building an R-symmetry invariant in the product of these
representations. This result is borne out by our Ka¨hler example and details
will be provided in an upcoming publication [38]. Models with a single field
can be obtained by a “ghostbusting” procedure, which amounts to gauging
the R-symmetries associated with the ghost bilinears yij. Again, the general
result is similar to that found for our Ka¨hler model and details will be given
in [38].
There is a deep connection between our approach and the pure spinors of
Berkovits [25] applicable to more general spacetime superalgebras. Indeed,
the ghost bilinears yij can be viewed from that perspective as pure spinors.
Although they are not spinors in spacetime, their role producing a nilpotent
operator from the supercharges is the same. Also, from a representation
theoretic viewpoint, their origin as solutions to equations bilinear in phase
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space coordinates (i.e., as elements of the kernel of the operator M) is a
natural generalization of pure spinors (see [49]). This implies that our method
can be applied to a range of models beyond the superalgebras considered here.
Going beyond rank 1 constraint algebras, we would like to study con-
straint algebras that close at only quadratic or higher order in the gener-
ators There are several motivations for this: In [10] it is shown that the
first class constraint algebra of a spinning particle in a conformally flat
background closes only quadratically. In constant curvature backgrounds,
Dirac quantization yields a Hilbert space spanned by generalized, conformal,
spin s curvatures. Moreover a de Rham-like complex has been constructed
and the compensated equations of motion follow from tracing higher spin
generalized curvatures. Another example of rank 2 algebras are those aris-
ing from the supersymmetric orthosymplectic quantum mechanical models
of [16]. In constant curvature backgrounds, the superalgebras of these models
have quadratic corrections built from the Casimirs of their R-symmetry gen-
erators. BRST charges for these types of models have been analyzed in [50],
so a detour quantization should again be possible.
Our final example was the original motivation for the work presented in
this Note: studies of black holes in four dimensional N = 2 supergravities
lead to spinning particles with N = 4 supersymmetries on the worldline,
propagating on a quaternionic Ka¨hler background [51]. To study their BRST
quantization involves first class constraint algebras with structure functions
related to the underlying quaternionic Ka¨hler structures. We have found a
geometric construction of the BRST charges of these models and will present
their quantization in future work.
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